Orienting visuospatial attention generates manual reaction time asymmetries in target detection and pointing.
Right-handers exhibit a left hand advantage in response preparation when pointing to targets. These manual asymmetries are generally attributed to a right hemisphere specialization for spatial processing. More precisely, the left hand reaction time (RT) advantage was recently supposed to reflect specifically the right hemisphere superiority for movement planning. This study proposes to investigate a possible attentional origin for manual RT asymmetries. In a first experiment, we used the covert orienting of attention paradigm to measure subjects' RTs when reaching at targets (pointing task) both in valid, neutral and invalid conditions, either in the left or in the right visual fields and with the left and the right hand. In a second experiment, we applied the same paradigm to a detection task (key-pressing). Results revealed that orienting of attention to spatial locations was more time consuming when responding with the right than with the left hand, whether movement planning was required or not. It is suggested that the right hemisphere dominance for orienting of visuospatial attention account, partly at least, for the RT asymmetries classically observed in manual aiming.